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The Economic Progress Institute believes that the legalization of cannabis, if enacted, must be accompanied by strong provisions to advance racial equity, as an appropriate response to decades of inequitable policies and practices undertaken through the war on drugs. Although both Budget Article 11 and Senate Bill 568 provide some equity measures, neither piece of legislation goes far enough. We also suggest that alternative taxation mechanisms be considered, in order to provide a more stable source of revenue to fund programs advancing racial equity.

Historical Background

The very term “marihuana” was adopted in place of the technical word “cannabis” in order to associate Mexican and other Latinx Americans with this supposedly dangerous drug. This is why we and many others use the term cannabis instead of marijuana or marihuana (the latter of which still appears in Rhode Island statute in at least three places).

Black and Latinx Americans have been disproportionately harmed by the decades-long war on drugs. In the 1920s and 1930s, Black and Mexican Americans were stereotyped and demonized by the likes of Harry Anslinger, the commissioner of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics under the Treasury Department from the Hoover through the Kennedy administrations. Anslinger characterized Spanish-speaking Americans as “degenerate” and jazz music, associated with Black Americans, as “satanic” and as something connected with cannabis usage. Madness and all sorts of violent crime, including rape and murder, were attributed to cannabis.

Despite well-documented similarities in drug use across racial and ethnic groups, arrest and conviction rates have long been disproportionately high for Black. In 2010, Black Rhode Islanders were 2.59 times as likely as White Rhode Islanders to be arrested for marijuana possession. While the total number of such arrests declined drastically after decriminalization in 2012, still in 2018 Black Rhode Islanders were 3.32 times as likely as White Rhode Islanders to be arrested. All told, nationwide there continue to be hundreds of thousands of arrests annually for marijuana possession.

Even after decriminalization of the possession of under one ounce of cannabis, limited data strongly suggest that the issuance of citations retains a discriminatory effect. In 2017, University of Rhode Island Professor Peter Phipps and his students filed public record requests with 26 police departments in the state. While only a half-dozen collected and provided citation data with breakouts by race, the cases of Johnston and Newport demonstrate significant disparities. While Johnston is 90% White, from 2012-2017, the police department catalogued arrests and citations for 106 African Americans, 98 Whites, and 32 Hispanics. African Americans account for about 8% of the population of Newport, yet 27.3% of arrests and citations in recent years.
Equity

Given the racist history of the drug war and its ongoing effects, a number of states have paired equity with legalization. Doni Crawford of the DC Fiscal Policy Institute puts it well in a recent policy paper on legalization: “This requires undoing the harm of prior cannabis arrests and convictions through expungement, creating racially diverse cannabis business and job opportunities, and intentionally using cannabis tax revenue to build community wealth.”

We urge legislators to include the following provisions in any legalization plan:

Inclusion and participation at all levels of those harmed by the war on drugs. Neither Budget Article 11 nor SB568 includes on regulatory bodies any individuals harmed by the war on drugs, and although neither piece of legislation excludes such individuals from advisory bodies, neither affirmatively includes them. It is not enough to include those with expertise in social justice and other areas. Those most directly affected must have a voice in how cannabis is regulated, how licenses are awarded, and how revenues are spent.

Inclusion applies to licensing as well. SB568 provides no guarantees, and Article 11 calls for 20% of licenses to be awarded to minority business enterprises, though even this does not necessarily include individuals who have suffered harm from the war on drugs.

Direction of funding to impacted communities and to advance equity. Although both proposals appear to provide money to assist individuals harmed by the war on drugs, the amount and certainty of funding remain unclear. For example, the SB568’s Social Equity Assistance Fund would receive revenue from fees and penalties, though not from tax revenue. And although Article 11 references equity, it is not clear that any funds must go to this. The advisory bodies in these legislative proposals can make recommendations, but it is not clear that these recommendations must be accepted and implemented.

Compared with something like the lottery, cannabis legalization will never become a major source of state revenue, so it is important to direct the modest revenue collected to efforts that promote racial and ethnic equity, that aid individuals and communities directly and seriously affected by the harms of cannabis criminalization. We urge legislators to include in any legalization framework more clear rules about where revenues go and who makes allocation decisions. No substantial amount of revenue should go into the General Fund. Funds should be used to run the program and advance equity, to help build wealth for individuals and in communities with little prior access to such wealth.

Automatic expungement of criminal records. Although, compared with a decade ago, many fewer Rhode Islanders face jail time for cannabis possession, many still retain a criminal record, and such a record can prove an obstacle to gaining employment or securing a loan to start a business: “A marijuana arrest or conviction can have lasting negative impacts. In addition to the financial costs associated with fines and legal fees and the loss of wages while in jail, people arrested for drug possession can lose their jobs, lose access to financial aid to support their education, be evicted from their homes, or lose custody of their children, in some cases without ever being convicted of a crime.” It is only fair that any past “crimes” no longer considered
criminal be erased or sealed, better enabling those hurt by the war on drugs to benefit from participating in the new, legal market. And the process ought to be require no costs from those with these records, and even ought to be done by the state through an automated process, as some other states have done or plan to do.

Finally, as an organization that promotes data-driven policy, we believe any legalization plan ought to contain mechanisms for data collection and analysis of demographics and other items, in good part to measure how well equity goals have been achieved, and neither of these proposals does so.

Approaches to Taxation

How a state taxes cannabis is not explicitly an equity issue yet remains important if there is a goal to provide sustainable funding for equity initiatives. Although different methods of taxation can be calibrated to raise the same, desired amount of revenue, there are significant differences in the stability and perceived fairness of available methods.

Revenue can be raised through application and licensing fees, and of course there are income taxes paid by businesses and business owners and employees of cannabis industry businesses, but these are the three basic options for raising revenue through taxing sales of cannabis itself:

Taxation by Sales Price. The most common approach to date—and the method used by SB568 and Budget Article 11—has been to tax the price paid by consumers. Even when it called an excise tax, as the Senate proposal does, such a tax is basically a sales tax on top of the regular sales tax. The benefit of such a tax is its simplicity, and most states with legalized recreational use employ this approach. A potential weakness of this approach is that prices are likely to drop over time, while consumption will likely level off. This makes taxing price more volatile and less secure in the long run.

Taxation by Weight. Although taxing sales by price is simple and seems sensible, a tax on cannabis might better be thought of as a true excise tax instead of as a sales tax. Rhode Island, like other states, levies excise taxes on such products as gasoline and cigarettes. Gasoline is taxed by the gallon and cigarettes by the pack, regardless of the sales price per gallon or pack. A gallon is a gallon regardless of the formulation of the gasoline, and a pack of cigarettes contains 20 cigarettes regardless of the brand. Following this pattern, it makes sense to tax cannabis by weight instead of by sales price. And, indeed, a number of states take this approach, partially or in full (Alaska, California, Maine). This approach is more complicated than the pricing method because it requires different tax rates for different sorts of cannabis products—plants, plant trim, oil, edibles—but the revenue stream is more stable, because the tax per weight remains the same despite fluctuations in price. Budget Article 11 actually does propose taxing cultivation of cannabis plants by weight, though not sales to the public.

Taxation by Potency. Another approach, being implemented, in part, in New York, is to tax potency. By taxing the milligrams of THC, the active ingredient in cannabis, it would be
possible to create a single tax rate across product types, regardless of product weight or sales price. People might see a certain fairness in taxing the active ingredient consistently. The main challenge for this approach is the laboratory analysis required to determine reliably the THC levels across a large variety of products and producers. This approach would share the revenue stability of taxation by weight and be simpler to communicate so long as the laboratory analysis is feasible and reliable.

Without taking a position on legalization itself, the Economic Progress Institute urges policymakers to include strong equity provisions in any successful legislation to allow for the sale of adult recreational use cannabis. If we fail to strengthen racial and ethnic equity provisions, we will likely continue decades of damaging policies and practices instead of responding to and reversing them.

---

1 For this reason, this policy report uses the term cannabis throughout.
8 In 2017, HB5555 and SB420 would have charged 23%, and in 2018, SB2895 would have charged 10% on top of the sales tax.
10 Illinois taxes by price by level of potency, so uses potency but indirectly.